Abstract. Many databases have become Web-accessible through form-based search interfaces (i.e., search forms) that allow users to specify complex and precise queries to access the underlying databases. In general, such a Web search interface can be considered as containing an interface schema with multiple attributes and rich semantic/meta information; however, the schema is not formally defined on the search interface. Many Web applications, such as Web database integration and deep Web crawling, require the construction of the schemas. In this paper, we introduce a schema model for complex search interfaces, and present a tool (WISE-iExtractor) for automatically extracting and deriving all the needed information to construct the schemas. Our experimental results on real search interfaces indicate that this tool is highly effective.
Introduction
With the explosive growth of the Internet, more and more databases supported by relational databases systems have become Web accessible through form-based search interfaces. For example, amazon.com uses the search interface as shown in Figure 1 to search its book database. The search interfaces of Web databases typically contain some form control elements, such as textbox, radio button, checkbox and selection list, which allow users to enter search information. A label (a descriptive text) is usually associated with an element to describe the semantic meaning of the element. Logically, elements and their associated labels together form different attributes (or query conditions) of the underlying database. Using such a schema-based interface, users can specify complex and precise queries to Web databases.
In order to understand Web databases and obtain the information from them, the first essential step is to understand search interfaces [2] . As Web search interfaces are designed in HTML for human users to use, their schemas are not formally defined. First of all, semantically related labels and elements are scattered in HTML text and the formal associations of these labels and elements do not exist. Moreover, search interfaces are heterogeneous in their contents, presentation styles and query capabilities. Therefore, it is difficult to automatically identify the attributes of each interface and to fully understand the semantics of the information related to the attributes. Although some work on extracting search interfaces has been reported [4, 9, 10, 13, 16] , they are highly inadequate as they focus on only labels and elements.
In fact, beyond labels and elements, a substantial amount of semantic/meta information about a search interface is "hidden" (i.e., not machine understandable) and needs to be revealed in order to better utilize the underlying Web database. For example, in Figure 1 "Publication date" implies that the attribute semantically has a date value type, and its two elements play different roles in specifying a query condition. As another example, in Figure 2 the values in the selection list (Title, Author, Keyword and Publisher) are in fact attribute names, and only one of them can be used to submit a query at a time (thus they are called exclusive attributes in this paper). Many Web applications are related to Web databases and require the contents of search interfaces of the Web databases to be understood and properly organized for computer processing. These applications include schema matching across multiple interfaces [1, 5, 7, 14] , unified interface generation [7] , deep Web crawling [13] , programmatically interfacing with Web databases [3, 11] , clustering/classifying Web databases [6, 12] , and annotating the returned results of Web databases [15] .
In this paper, we present a general framework for making the search interfaces of Web databases machine understandable. First, an interface schema model for capturing the semantic/meta information available on complex search interfaces is reported. Second, we present our method for automatically constructing the schema to make the "hidden" information on the search interfaces explicit and machine understandable. For this purpose, we introduce WISE-iExtractor whose main goals are: 1) Attribute Extraction, i.e., to associate semantically related labels and elements to form logical attributes and identify an appropriate label for each attribute; 2) Attribute Analysis, i.e., to reveal the "hidden" information to help understand the search interface. This paper has the following contributions: 1) An interface schema model is proposed to describe the contents and capabilities of Web search interfaces for deeper understanding of them. This model contains not only attributes but also a substantial amount of semantic/meta information about the attributes, such as domain type, value type, and relationships among elements. This model is an extension of the model described in [8] . 2) A practical solution is provided to automatically identify logical attributes on search interfaces. This solution consists of two novel components: (1) LEX, a layout-expression-based form extraction approach is designed to automatically extract attributes from search interfaces; (2) the knowledge from multiple interfaces in the same domain is leveraged to help extract exclusive attributes. 3) Extensive experimental results are reported, and they indicate that our solution for automatic search interface schema extraction is highly accurate and robust.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our schema model for search interfaces. In Sections 3 and 4, we discuss how to practically construct the schema, including attribute extraction and attribute analysis. The experimental results are reported in Section 5. In Section 6, we review related work. Finally, Section 7 contains the conclusions.
Schema Model for Representing Search Interfaces
In this section, we present a schema model for Web search interfaces that captures rich semantic information. For completeness of interface representation, the model also includes syntactic information of a search interface, such as element name and element type. In our model, an interface is represented as F = (S, {A 1 , A 2, …, A n }, C f ), where S is the site information associated with the form, such as the site URL, the server name and the HTTP communication method, {A 1 , A 2, …, A n } is an ordered list of attributes on the interface, and C f is the form constraint (the logic relationship of the attributes for query submission). Each A i is represented as (L, P, DT, DF, VT, U, R e ,{E j , E j+1 ,…, E k }, C a ), where L is the attribute label of A i (if applicable), P is the layout order position of A i , DT is the domain type of A i , DF is the default value of A i , VT is the value type of A i , U is the unit of A i , {E j , E j+1 ,…, E k } is an ordered list of domain elements of A i , R e is the relationship type of the domain elements, and C a is the constraints of the attribute. Each domain element E i is itself represented as (L e , N, F e , V, DV), where L e is the element label (possibly empty), N is the name of E i , F e is the format (e.g., textbox, selection list, checkbox and radio button), V is the set of values of E i , and DV is the default value of E i (possibly null).
In the following, we will explain some of the concepts in the proposed interface schema model while some other concepts will be explained in subsequent sections.
Relationships of elements:
In a search form, an attribute may have multiple elements and they may be related differently. Generally, there exist four types of element relationships: range type, part type, group type and constraint type. For example, in Figure 3 , the relationship between the elements of "Publication Year" is of range type (for specifying range query conditions); that of "Author" is of part type (i.e., last name and first name are parts of a name); that of "Platform" is of group type; and finally "Exact phrase" is a constraint type of "Title keywords".
When an attribute has multiple associated elements, they shall be classified into two types: domain elements and constraint elements because they usually play different roles in specifying a query. Domain elements are used to specify domain values for the attribute while constraint elements specify some constraints on domain elements. For example, in Figure 3 , element "Exact phrase" is a constraint element while the textbox following "Title keywords" is a domain element.
Identifying the relationship between the elements of each attribute helps interface schema integration [7, 14] and query mapping [3, 11] . As an example for query mapping, consider a local search interface containing an attribute "Title keywords" as shown in Figure 3 . When a user specifies a query on the global attribute "Title" on a mediated interface, the query translation should map the query value to the domain element of "Title keywords" instead of the constraint element "Exact phrase". 
Element label:
In Figure 3 , attribute "Publication Year" has two elements whose labels are "after" and "before" respectively. In this case, "Publication Year" is treated as the label of the attribute. Element labels are considered as the child labels of their attribute, which usually represent the semantics of the elements.
Logic relationship of attributes:
Attributes on a search interface can be logically combined in different ways to form a query to access the underlying database. Correctly identifying the logic relationship is important for successful query mapping and submission. Generally, there are four possibilities: 1) Conjunctive. All the attributes are combined through the "and" Boolean logic operator, meaning that all specified conditions must be satisfied at the same time. 2) Disjunctive. All the attributes are combined through the "or" Boolean logic operator, meaning that at least one specified condition must be satisfied. 3) Exclusive. In this case, only one attribute can be chosen to form a query at any given time. In Figure 2 the attribute names appear in a selection list (or a group of radio buttons) and only one attribute can be used at a time to form a query. 4) Hybrid. This is a combination of the above three cases. In this case, some conditions may be conjunctive, some may be disjunctive, and some may be exclusive.
Labels and elements are the basic components of a search interface, but it is insufficient to just extract individual labels and elements because many applications (e.g., [1, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15] ) rely on the logical attributes formed by related labels and elements. In order to extract logical attributes, it is essential to determine the semantic associations of labels and elements.
Interface Expression
On a search interface, labels and elements are visually arranged in one or more rows.
To approximately capture the visual layout of these labels and elements, we introduce the concept of interface expression (IEXP). For a given search interface, its IEXP is a string consisting of three types of basic items 't', 'e' and '|', where 't' denotes a label/text, 'e' for an element, and '|' for a row delimiter that starts a new physical row. For example, the search interface in Figure 1 can be represented as "te|eee|te|eee|te|eee|te|te|t|te|te|te|te|tee|t|te", where the first 't' denotes the label "Author", the first 'e' for the textbox following the label "Author", the first '|' for the start of a new row on the interface, the following three 'e's for the three radio buttons below the textbox. The remaining items can be understood in a similar manner.
The IEXP is obtained when extracting individual labels and elements from a search interface (see Section 3.2 below). It provides a high-level description of the visual layout of different labels and elements on the interface while ignoring the details like the values of elements and the actual implementations of laying out labels and elements. Our method for automatic extraction of attributes will rely on this expression.
Extracting Individual Labels and Elements
This is the first step of our automatic attribute extraction method. Given a search interface, the extraction starts with its "<FORM>" tag. When a label or an element is encountered, a 't' or an 'e' will be appended to the IEXP (initially it is empty) accordingly. Each element contains its values (if available). Four types of input elements are considered: textbox, selection list, checkbox and radio button. When a row delimiter like "<BR>", "<P>" or "</TR>" is encountered, a '|' is appended to the IEXP. This process continues until the "</FORM>" tag is encountered. In this process, some texts that are too long will be discarded. After this process, all labels and elements in the search interface are extracted, and the corresponding IEXP is also constructed.
Identifying the Names of Exclusive Attributes
Exclusive attributes are those whose names may appear as values in some elements, such as a group of radio buttons or a selection list (e.g., attribute names in Figures 2) .
By our observation, exclusive attributes appear frequently on real Web search interfaces. Among the 184 real search interfaces we collected, more than 34% of the interfaces in the books, movies and music domains have exclusive attributes. A significant flaw of existing approaches [4, 9, 10, 13, 16] is that they do not extract them.
B. He et al [5] reported their discovery that the vocabulary of schemas in a domain stabilizes at a reasonably small size even though the number of search interfaces in the domain can be very large. We also observed that the names of exclusive attributes are often the most commonly used attribute names of a domain. Based on these, we propose a novel and simple statistical approach to tackle the problem of identifying exclusive attributes. The basic idea of our approach is the construction of a vocabulary for a domain by considering multiple interfaces in the same domain at the same time (Web interfaces can be clustered first such that each cluster contains the interfaces from the same domain [6, 12] ).
To construct the vocabulary, we compute the Label Interface Frequency (LIF) of each extracted label of all considered search interfaces of a domain, which is the number of search interfaces of the domain that contain the label. Then only labels whose LIF ≥ ft are selected to construct the common schema vocabulary of the domain, where ft is computed by ft = p*n, with n being the total number of considered search interfaces of the domain, and p being the threshold known as the minimal percentage of search interfaces that contain the label.
Using this schema vocabulary, we find the search interfaces that contain some elements whose values are words in the vocabulary, and then extract the attribute names from these elements. Two patterns widely used in search interfaces as shown in Figure 2 are applied to identify such search interfaces: one pattern consists of a group of radio buttons and a textbox; the other consists of a selection list and a textbox. If enough values in the element(s) (selection list or radio buttons) are found to be contained in the vocabulary and the textbox is nearby, the values are extracted as attribute names, and the textbox is treated as the domain element of each attribute. After exclusive attributes are identified from the interface, the IEXP of the interface needs to be adjusted accordingly such that other attributes (if any) would not be affected for grouping in the next step (Section 3.4).
Grouping Labels and Elements
This step is to group the labels and elements that semantically correspond to the same attribute, and to find the appropriate attribute label/name for each group. For example, in Figure 1 , label "Author", the textbox, the three radio buttons and their values below the textbox all belong to the same attribute, and this step aims to group them together and identify label "Author" as the name of the attribute.
To achieve this objective, a layout-expression-based extraction technique (LEX) is developed. The basic idea of LEX is as follows. The IEXP of an interface organizes texts/labels and elements into multiple rows. For each element e in a row, LEX finds the text either in the same row or within the two rows above the current row that is most likely to be the attribute label for e based on an association weight of the text with e computed using five measures (see below), and then groups e with this text. The process continues until all the elements in the IEXP are processed. The reason for considering two rows above the current row of an element is that related labels and elements are generally never laid out sparsely on a search interface.
During the above process, if the text closest to e is not recognized as the attribute label of e, it is assumed to be the element label of e. For example, in Figure 3 if text "after" is not recognized as the attribute label for the textbox, it will be considered as the element label of the textbox.
We identified five heuristic measures that are useful for predicting the association of labels and elements. The five heuristic measures are described below: 1) Ending colon. An attribute label often ends with a colon, while other texts do not. into different rows with one row having label and the row below it having the element. In this case, they are frequently aligned vertically. Thus, when we consider two rows above the current row of the element, we check if the element and the text are aligned vertically. 5) Priority of the current row. Although we consider two extra rows above the current row of an element, the current row is given higher priority because in most cases an attribute label appears in the same row as its elements.
Attribute Analysis
Once attribute extraction is finished, all labels and elements have been organized into logical attributes, and each attribute has an element list that maintains its elements. In this section, we discuss how to derive semantic information about attributes beyond labels and elements themselves as described in Section 2.
Differentiating Elements
As mentioned earlier, differentiating domain elements and constraint elements is important for precisely understanding the composition of attributes. Our observation indicates that domain elements often precede constraint elements either horizontally or vertically, and that constraint elements often appear in the form of a group of radio buttons (as shown in Figure 1 ) or a group of checkboxes. Based on the observation, a simple two-step method can be used to differentiate domain elements and constraint elements. First, identify the attributes whose elements are all radio buttons or checkboxes. Such attributes are considered to have only domain elements. Next, other attributes that may contain both domain elements and constraint elements can be easily recognized by following the regulations of the observation.
Identifying the Relationships and Semantics of Domain Elements
If an attribute has multiple domain elements, we identify their relationship and semantics. In our model, three types of relationships for multiple domain elements are defined and they are group, range and part. We identify the group type by checking whether all the elements of the attribute are checkboxes or radio buttons and whether there are at least two (group implies at least two) checkboxes/radio buttons. If both are true, group type is recognized.
Range type is recognized by checking labels against certain domain-independent keywords and patterns that are widely used to represent range semantics. If some keywords and a pattern are found in the labels, the elements are considered to be of range type. For example, "between-and" and "from-to" are widely used range value patterns. At the same time, we also identify the semantic meaning of each element. For the "between-and" example, the element with "between" represents the lower bound of the range and the other with "and" represents the upper bound. Such semantics are useful for query mapping and schema matching.
The elements that are not of range type or group type will be treated as part type by default. The semantic meaning of each element involved in a part type relationship should also be identified whenever possible. Our approach is that we build a thesaurus of some commonly used concepts, such as date, time, name, address, etc. For example, if an attribute has three selection lists, each of them has its own set of values for "month", "day" and "year", respectively; by matching the patterns of values with the existing concepts, the system can derive what each element represents semantically.
Deriving Meta-information of Attributes
In our interface schema model four types of meta-information for each attribute are defined: domain type, value type, default value and unit. Note that these meta-data are for domain elements of each attribute only. Deriving meta-information is relatively straightforward as described below.
Domain type: Domain type indicates how many values can be specified on an attribute for each query. Four domain types are defined in our model: range, finite (with finite values but no range semantics), infinite (with possibly unlimited number of values, e.g., textbox, but no range semantics) and Boolean. The range domain type is addressed first. Given an attribute, if the relationship of its domain elements is of range type, then the domain type of the attribute is range. Otherwise, if a certain number of range keywords or a range pattern exists in the attribute label and the values of each element, the domain type of the attribute is recognized to be range. For example, keywords "less than" indicates a range; "from $10 to $30" satisfies a range pattern. If the domain type of the attribute is not a range type, it is then infinite if it involves a textbox. For the Boolean type, the attribute has just a single checkbox, and this checkbox is usually used to mark a yes-or-no selection. An example of such an attribute is "Used only" in Figure 1 . Boolean type may be considered as a special case of the finite type because an attribute of Boolean type takes two (finite) possible values conceptually. In our model, Boolean type is separated from the regular finite type as this separation makes the Boolean property of the attribute more obvious and precise. If the attribute is not Boolean type, then finite type is set by default.
Value type: Value types currently defined in our model include date, time, datetime, currency, id, number and char, but more types could be added. To identify date, time, datetime, currency and id, commonly used keywords and patterns can be employed. For example, keyword "date" and value "12/01/2005" imply a date value type; keyword "morning" and value "10:30 AM" imply a time value type; "$" implies a currency value type. Value patterns can be expressed as regular expressions. If an attribute is not one of these five value types, the value type is declared to be number if the values of each element are numeric; otherwise the value type is char.
Default value: Default values in many cases indicate some semantics of the attributes. For example, in Figure 1 the attribute "Reader age" has a default value "all ages". Identifying default value is easy because it is always marked as "checked" or "selected" in an element.
Unit: A unit defines the meaning of an attribute value (e.g., kilogram is a unit for weight). Different sites may use different units for values of the same attributes. For example, a search interface may use "USD" as the unit of its "Price" attribute, while another may use "CAD" for its "Price" attribute. Identifying the correct units associated with attribute values can help understand attributes. Not all attributes have units. The unit information may be contained in labels or values for some attributes, which is easy to identify. Some resources available on the Web (e.g., the dictionary of units of measurement at www.unc.edu/~rowlett/units/) can also be utilized for helping identify the unit of an attribute.
Identifying the Logic Relationships
As the exclusive relationship of attributes is already addressed in Section 3.3, we focus on the other three relationships in the section.
Clearly, if two attributes are in a conjunctive relationship, the number of results returned from the search engine for a query using both attributes to specify conditions cannot be greater than that using only one of these two attributes in another query; and if two attributes are in a disjunctive relationship, then the number of results using both attributes cannot be less than that using only one of them. Thus, in principle, logic relationships between attributes could be identified by submitting appropriate queries to a search engine and comparing the numbers of hits for different queries.
In reality, however, it is rather difficult to automatically find appropriate queries to submit and to extract the numbers of results correctly. Therefore, in our current implementation, we take a simple and practical approach to tackle the problem. We observe that some search engines contain logic operators (i.e., and, or) on their interfaces. In this case, it is easy to identify the logic relationships among the involved attributes. Most interfaces have no explicit logic operators or exclusive attributes (e.g., Figure 1 ), so conjunctive relationships are assumed for attributes. If different types of logic relationships exist among the attributes on an interface, then a hybrid relationship is recognized for the interface. This simple approach, though heuristic, is really effective for identifying the logic relationships of attributes (by our experiments, 180 out of 184 forms used in our dataset are correctly identified).
We have implemented an operational prototype of WISE-iExtractor using Java. WISE-iExtractor takes as input raw HTML pages containing search interfaces (search forms containing scripts such as Javascript or Vbscript are not considered) in the same domain, and outputs the schemas of these interfaces in XML format for use by other applications (say schema matching). The entire extraction process is fully automated.
Datasets
To evaluate the interface extraction technique proposed in this paper, we selected various numbers of search interfaces from 7 application domains: books (60 interfaces), electronics (21), games (12) , movies (30), music (32), toys (13) and watches (16) . The total number of search interfaces used is 184 from 146 different sites (some site has multiple search forms). We also use two independently collected datasets from the works [15, 16] for performance comparison.
Form Extraction Results
Grouping extracted labels and elements into separate attributes is the most complex problem in search interface extraction. To evaluate our LEX method for this task, we manually identify the attributes of each search interface, and then compare them with the results of LEX. We evaluate the accuracy of LEX in two levels of granularity: element level and attribute level. Element level: A label is correctly extracted for an element if it matches the manually identified label. Table 1 shows the experimental results of our method on the element level accuracy. The overall accuracy of 1582 elements from 184 forms is over 97%. The element level accuracy only considers a single element but not the whole attribute.
Attribute level: An attribute consists of up to three aspects of information: the name/label of the attribute, the set of domain elements and the set of constraint elements. An attribute extracted by LEX matches a manually extracted attribute if they match on all three aspects. Table 2 shows the experimental results for attribute-level accuracy, where "#Man" denotes the number of attributes identified manually; "#LEX" denotes the number of attributes correctly extracted by LEX. The overall accuracy of 7 domains is over 95%. We can see that the majority of the failures are caused by mistakes in extracting attribute labels. Our examination revealed that most of these failures in attribute label extraction are caused by the presence of a single checkbox (single-checkbox problem). For example, in Figure 3 , if the checkbox "Exact phase" were below the textbox, it would be hard for LEX to know whether or not the checkbox is part of the attribute "Title keywords". Effectiveness of LEX heuristics: LEX uses five different heuristics to discover the association between elements and labels (see Section 3.4). It would be interesting to find out the impact of each individual heuristic on the accuracy of LEX. To do so, we remove a particular heuristic and use the remaining heuristics to group related labels and elements. The relative importance of the remaining heuristics is not changed. Table 3 shows the experiment results. Column headed by "Rh#" indicates the number of attributes that are negatively affected when the #th heuristic listed in Section 3.4 is not used, compared to the results of using all heuristics. For example, for the books domain, when the first heuristic is removed, 2 more attributes are not correctly extracted compared to the results of using all heuristics. We also list the result when only the third heuristic (Distance) is used. Intuitively a label closest to an element is likely to be the attribute label and thus it seems reasonable to only use distance to associate labels and elements. The results in Table 3 indicate that, somewhat surprisingly, removing the third heuristic has little effect on the accuracy of LEX but keeping only the third heuristic would cause a large number of failures. In short, each individual heuristic contributes positively to the attribute extraction process and using all the heuristics increases accuracy.
Robustness of LEX:
To further evaluate the robustness of our approach, we carried out additional experiments using independently collected datasets. Two datasets are used for this purpose. The first is the dataset from the MetaQuerier project [16, 17] (the work is closely related to ours). In this dataset, there are 106 search forms from 9 different domains (airfares, books, autos, jobs, music, movies, hotels, carRental and realestate). We run WISE-iExtractor on this dataset without making any change to WISE-iExtractor. The overall attribute-level extraction accuracy of our method is 92.5%, while the accuracy obtained based on the method in [16] is 85.9%. Clearly, our method is significantly more accurate than the method reported in [16] . The second dataset is from DeLa [15] that contains 27 search forms from 3 domains (books, cars and jobs). The overall attribute-level accuracy of our method on this dataset is 92.7%.
Effectiveness of extracting exclusive attributes:
We also evaluate the effectiveness of the statistical approach for identifying and extracting exclusive attributes. Table 4 shows the experimental results, where "#IE" denotes the number of search interfaces that have such attributes, "#Prog" for the number of such search interfaces that are correctly identified by our approach, "#Latts" for how many such attributes exist in those interfaces, "#Eatts" for how many such attributes are correctly extracted. Note that the "#LEX" in Table 2 includes the "#Eatts", which means without using this approach, the "#LEX" of Table 2 would lose "#Eatts" in each corresponding domain, and thus the accuracy of Table 2 would decrease accordingly. We can see that our approach is very effective for recognizing such attributes that appear in the elements. 
Obtaining Attribute Meta-information
To evaluate the accuracy of obtaining attribute meta-information, we consider only attributes that are correctly identified by LEX. Table 5 shows our experimental results for each domain. "DT" denotes domain type, "VT" for value type, "U" for unit, "ER" for element relationship, "DDC" for differentiation of domain elements and constraint elements. For example, for the book domain, out of the 351 attributes considered, the domain types of 347 attributes are correctly identified. The results show that nearly all needed meta-information can be correctly identified using the proposed methods. 
Related Work
The works reported in [9, 13, 16] are the most related to ours. The major differences between the three works and our LEX approach are as follows: (1) The approaches in [9, 13] are not completely attribute-oriented, i.e., they find labels for elements but not for attributes. In contrast, LEX is attribute-oriented. (2) Even though a more formal framework (it views search interfaces as a visual language) is used in [16] , the grammar rules are actually defined in advance based on extensive manual observations of a large number of search interfaces. More importantly, as reported in Section 5, our experiments on the same dataset indicate that our method outperforms the method in [16] significantly. (3) The three works do not address how to extract exclusive attributes, which appear in many real search interfaces. Leveraging the knowledge from multiple interfaces in the same domain to help extract exclusive attributes is a unique feature of our approach. (4) Our solution is much more comprehensive for representing search interfaces than the three existing solutions. We not only model the search interfaces and extract attributes, but also identify more useful information implicitly existing in search interface schemas, such as relationships among elements and value type, for each attribute. Such information is quite important for precisely representing and understanding a search interface. We also note that Ontobuilder [4] supports the automatic extraction of ontologies from Web search interfaces. However, the ontologies are limited to the properties of labels and elements themselves, other semantic/meta information such as data type is not revealed. Kushmerick [10] uses a Bayesian learning approach to classify Web search forms to a specific domain and predict a label for each element. However, the work does not address semantic/meta information on search interfaces.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a schema model for representing form-based search interfaces of database-driven search engines. This model precisely captures the relationships between elements and labels in terms of logical attributes, as well as a significant amount of semantic/meta information on this type of search interfaces. The information in this model can be used to support many important Web applications.
We also presented our techniques for automatically constructing the schema for any search interface, including grouping labels and elements into logical attributes and deriving the semantic/meta information of such attributes. Such a comprehensive study of Web search interfaces has rarely been conducted in the literature. Our extensive experimental results showed that our techniques can achieve very high accuracy in automatically extracting form information. Although our solutions involve significant heuristics (just like other solutions [9, 13, 16] ), our insight into Web search interfaces is unique and deeper.
In the future, we plan to apply data mining approaches to attribute extraction and analysis. We will also study the problem of constructing a complete schema for Web databases by combining the interface schema and the data schema reflected in the search result.
